Explanation of spin-lattice relaxation rates of spin labels obtained with multifrequency saturation recovery EPR.
Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) pulsed saturation recovery (pSR) measurements of spin-lattice relaxation rates have been made on nitroxide-containing fatty acids embedded in lipid bilayers by Hyde and co-workers. The data have been collected for a number of spin-labeled fatty acids at several microwave spectrometer frequencies (from 2 to 35 GHz). We compare these spin-lattice relaxation rates to those predicted by the Redfield theory incorporating several mechanisms. The dominant relaxation mechanism at low spectrometer frequencies is the electron-nuclear dipolar (END) process, with spin rotation (SR), chemical shift anisotropy (CSA), and a generalized spin diffusion (GSD) mechanism all contributing. The use of a wide range of spectrometer frequencies makes clear that the dynamics cannot be modeled adequately by rigid-body isotropic rotational motion. The dynamics of rigid-body anisotropic rotational motion is sufficient to explain the experimental relaxation rates within the experimental error. More refined models of the motion could have been considered, and our analysis does not rule them out. However, the results demonstrate that measurements at only two suitably chosen spectrometer frequencies are sufficient to distinguish anisotropic from isotropic motion. The results presented demonstrate that the principal mechanisms responsible for anisotropically driven spin-lattice relaxation are well understood in the liquids regime.